


In 19l|.6 I was stationed in what Halter Van Tilburg Clark has 
called "the unfinished land of Nevada." Nevada is one of the 
less populous states and its main industries, since the moun
tains ran out of silver, arc gambling and the manufacture of 
radioactive dust. Not being a banbling nan I spent my spare 
tine at the poker tables, however, one of the things that has 
stuck in ny memory is the voice of the caller of a game known 
as Race Norse Keno sounding off the numbers and names of the 
horses—particularly this fascinating phrase; "E-o-levcn, 
Rowdy Boy." This is e-o-loven DYNATRON and there isn’t a 
thing rowdy about it, not even an argument in the letter sec
tion which shows how rough things are in fandom those days.

DYNATRON is produced on a bimonthly basis by Roy and 
Chrystal Tackett at 91£ Green Valley Road JW, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, USofA, who figure that yakking about stf and 
fantasy is as good a way to waste money as any other, peo
ple get onto the mailing list in a variety of ways, such as 
sending fanzines in trade, writing a letter of comment, con
tributing material for publication, or sending us money at 
the rate of 1!>0 for one and $1 for eight. If you don’t fit 
into any of those categories then wo must have sent you a 
sample cony in a moment of madness. This is a Marinated pub
lication and if there are no questions lot *3 got on to the
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Rather an appropriate title that. New Mexico, as Redd Boggs will attest, is 
quite sandy and what with the wind blowing it about and all it sifts right into the 
house and everything rapidly becomes covered with it, much to Chrystal’s dismay. This 
is one of the drier years (isn't that right, John Paine?), there has been no precipi
tation to speak of so far'this year, and even here in the Rio Grande valley things 
are getting a bit out of hand. ye water the lawn and garden daily but it seems to be 
a losing battle against the sun which bakes the ground almost as soon as the water 
stops flowing. Fortunately we have plenty of water although some of our neighbors 
have found it necessary to deepen their wells this year. This is the result of not 
only the dry spell but the increasing demand on the available water due to a rapidly 
rising population. Egad, we moved here from California to get away from vast mobs of 
people but at the rate Albuquerque is growing we might as well have stayed in San 
Francisco.

Also writings in the sand are something less than permanent and certainly nothing 
that appears herein is weighty enough or wise enough to merit being considered as 
more than writing in the sand—subject to erasure with the next breeze.

I spent the weeks since the publication of the last issue at the Marine air sta
tion at Yuma, Arizona, just putting in my time until my retirement date rolled around. 
There was an air of apprehension about the unit when I reported aboard. Several men 
who had served under me before were there so my reputation, whatever it may be, had 
proceeded me. I was scheduled to be assigned as NCO in Charge of the unit but when 
I explained that I would be there only a few- weeks and felt that I shouldn't get too 
involved in the operation of things there was a general relaxing on the part- of all 
concerned. I ended up assigned no duties at all so spent my last few weeks in the 
Corps doing not much of anything except reading and marking off the remaining days.

The final day, 30 Api*il, finally arrived and about mid-morning the C.O. called 
me in, shook my hand, wished me luck, and handed me my orders to inactive duty. Af
ter 19 years, 6 months, and lh days as a practicing Heinleiner I joined the great 
army of the unemployed and even have an ID card from the New Mexico state employment 
bureau to prove it.

AS of this writing I have a couple of possibilities of employment but nothing 
definite but keep reading since something may turn up before thish is entrusted to - 
the postal department. For the past week I've been working around 915 Green Valley 
Road NW doing odds and ends such as changing the drive, moving dirt from the high 
spots to the low spots, generally getting behind in fanac, and managing to reactivate 
an old lumbar sprain which has given me a decided list to port. Chrystal says she 
always knew there was something crooked about me but this is ridiculous.

1
Yuma, Arizona, has little to recommend it except that it was once the site of 

the Arizona territorial prison, a fact which any follower of TV westerns should know 
well. The prison is now a museum catering, no doubt, to those same followers cf TV 
westerns. If you will haul out your maps you will find Yuma located in the southwest 
corner of Arizona just across the Colorado River from California and only a few miles 
from Mexico. This location puts the town in one of the most desolate desert areas cf
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North America, jindless miles 01 sand. a.nd cacti inhabited for the most part by 
^14 hoV J^y, windy area where the earth bares its mountain 

tangs at the clear blue sky and the sky glares back with a blazing, baleful eye.
A barren land, yes, but a rich land when water is available. Water taken from 

that great artery of the southwest, the Colorado River, is transforming the area. New 
farms, new orchards, new towns dot the desert all interconnected by a complex network 
of canals. Bright green oases stand out against the shimmering dun-colored sand.

The Colorado River is a touchy subject in these parts. Seven states, Arizona, 
Colorado, California, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and New Mexico draw water from this riv
er and its tributaries. So does Mexico. This is a fast growing area. Industry moves 
to the southwest to take advantage of the clinage. So do the farmers. So do the 
"senior citizens" who find the hot desert sun is kind to their aging bones. All this 
creates a demand for more and more Colorado River water and bitter squabbles as each 
of the using states seek a.bigger share. There has to be an end to it somewhere for 
the river is not inexhauscible. That has been learned here in New Mexico where the 
once mighty Rio Grande is now little more than a creek.

Even so men pursue a course of unthinking stupidity. Above Gila Bend the wells 
are pumping salt water into the Gila River and the Gila joins the Colorado at yuma. 
Belew Yuma the Mexicans.are.complaining. The saline content of the Colorado is ma
king it useless for irrigation and in Sonora and Baja California the crops are dying.

Alliance for progress anyone?

It is lovely to watch the colored shadows on the planets of eternal light.

Yuma, is a small town with only a few drugstore newsstands, mostly of minimum 
size, offering magazines and paperbacks for sale. I made the rounds a couple of times 
in hopes of turning up something of our favorite literature. The distribution prob- " 
1cm in small towns seems to be quite bad. The closest I came to anything of a science: 
fictional nature was overhearing a couple of men discussing the moving of a three 
dimensional object at right angles to normal space thereby shifting it into the lith 
dimension.

I drifted on.

The cartoon on this page and a few 
others scattered about thish is by Gerfan 
Herbert Webor and was furnished by our 
man in Pfarrkirchen, Franz Solchcr. Danko, 

f
Yes, we’ve changed typefaces again. 

Those of you who have the first couple 
of issues of DYNATRON will recognize this 
one. This is a Royal portable which I 
picked up around 19^0. The type is some
what smaller than pica and somewhat lar
ger than elite.

*,
Maxim Jakubowski, U08 Hale End Road, 

Highams park eU, London, England, is a ' 
young French fan currently studying philo
sophy in England. In collaboration with 
another French fan in Paris Max publishes 
ESPACE and would like articles on SF, stf 
art, and SF short stories. Hero is a 
chance for you writing and drawing types 
to be published in French, Send your 
stuff to Max at the London address.

"I’ve never seen anything like it before 
but I’ll oat it anyway."
Page h
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Southern Arizona—or at least Southwestern Arizona—is a conservative stronghold. 
Possibly due to the high proportion of "senior citizens" among the population. Poss
ibly not. In any event the public information media arc about as far right as they 
can get. The local radio stations carry such as "Knorr Your Enemy", "The Dean Manion 
Forum", "lifeline", etc. Those are all highly anti-communist, of course, and that is 
commendable. Unfortunately, they are also anti almost everything else: the current 
administration, the previous administration, the Supremo Court, all progressive legis
lation, income taxes (well, that makes some sense), the UN, and almost anything else 
that comes to mind. The newspapers arc“of“a similar bent. A while back when the 
administration proposed legislation to strengthen the Food and Drug Administration 
the Phoenix newspapers cane out in opposition with a sarcastic editorial about the 
"poor consumer" the gist of which was caveat emptor. There appears to be favorable 
sentiment for the Birch Society in the area and Mr. Edwin Walker is thought to be a 
mistreated hero. Please note that I said "1.5?" Walker. He’s more of a civilian than 
T am. Iim still in the reserve.

When the March temperatures in Minneapolis wore struggling to reach a high of 
Zero I thought about suggesting to Boggs that Yuma would bo a fine place to bake his 
tired old bones but decided that rd better not. 01’ Redd would be climbing the walls 
after reading the newspapers and listening to the radio there for a few days.

. . # '. This.issue's news note; among the latest astronomical pronouncerrents from the 
Soviet Union is the statement that Mars isn’t really red but only appears th"t way to 
us due to the absorption of the blue portion of the spectrum by the Martian atmosphere. 
No red deserts? Egadl There's ten thousand stf stories shot to hell. Hmmm. They 
didn’t explain, though, how come we see that blue-green vegetation*

... . %Fascinating the things that a fan observes* I was talked into playing Bingo a 
few weeks ago. Bingo is a game for which I have ho fondness but this was a sort of 
special occasion, a renewal of old acquaintances as it wore. I had run into an old 
friend who invited me to the gome saying that there would be several people I had 
known before in attendance and this would be a fine way to get reacquainted. So I 
accepted and it was. We all gathered at one table and played bingo and yakked about 
people we knew and cussed the caller for not coming up with the right number^. The 
games were all for merchandise prizes cxcent for the last one which was a cash jack
pot of $275. Routine for bingo, I guess. However, my eyebrows lifted slightly when 
tne last gome was announced (only slightly, mind you, for nothing really surprises 
mo). The woman across from mo reached into her purse and removed three or four silver 
coms which she placed on the table in front of her cards. I noted two or three other 
women at the table doing the some thing. . *

Do you suppose that Fritz Loihcr was right in "Conjure Wife" and that those crozy 
females are practicing a bit of witchcraft when the mon aren't looking? ' ’

I don't boliovo that Chrystal does.
P.S. It didn't work anyway—the jackpot went won.

DYNATRON'S regular columnists are among the missing this time. Expectant-father 
iLdco is fafia what with working 60 hours per week and taking care of Anno after he 
gets home.. Dunno what happened to Lon Moffatt. He 'was to give us a report on the 
Fanqucu which honored Squire Snoary this year. Art Rapp, Well, he’s not a regular 
contributor to these pages but I figured I might as well get the whole CAPA gang into 
nis paragraph. Speaking of which, Chrystal put out the April issue of FIVE BY FIVE 
since I was stuck off in Yuma and did a most excellent job of it. i'll make a fan 
out of her yet.

, . IIf you hurry you still have time to cast your vote for Ethol Lindsay for TAFF.
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That's where my money goes. Did you over stop to figure out just how much word
age you are getting for the money you spend on stfzincs? I did. What set mo off was 
GALAXY’S claim that it has more pages than any other zinc in the field, ft does, of 
course. It also.has the smallest pages of any zinc in the field. The number of 
pages does not, in itself, indicate much of anything, one evening when I hadn’t much 
else.to do I did a bit.of counting and figuring and camo up with the following ap
proximate mess. Bear in mind that these are only approximations and do not take into 
account space devoted to illustrations, advertisements, etc, all of which reduce the 
total word count. And if the figures are too approximate for you then figure them 
yourself—I’m not going through that moss again.

GALAXY avei ages about 10 words per line and lj.0 linos per page for a total of 
U00 words per page and about 78,hOO words per issue. ANALOG averages about 12 words 
per line and has L2 linos per page for a total of about 5>0i; words per page, While 
ANALOG has only 180 pages, 10 loss than GALAXY, the additional 100 words per "cage 
gives John Campbell’s magazine a total of about 90,700 words per issue. Well, well. 
AMAZING and FANTASTIC have about 10 words per lino and U1 lines per page about hlO 
words per page-—and your 3J>0 buys you llj.8 pages or about 60,600 words. F&SF manngos 
“ PGr linG ?"nd lines per page5 132 pages and you get about 6^,900 words for
your UO0.

And just to carry this out to the ridiculous end, ANALOG costs you 0.000^ cents 
per word, GALAXY costs 0.000630 per word, AMAZING and FANTASTIC cost about 0.000^70 
per word, and F&SF costs 0.000610 per word.

Of course the only tiling this nroves is that some people will do almost anything 
to kill time. J &

I suppose you know, by now that the Fan Achievement Awards are no longer an is
sue. Since I am primarily a fanzine fan, mostly because I haven’t been near any 
clubs in recent years, I favored the awards because they were designed for fanzine 
fans. I still think they wore a good idea. The awards might have boon acceptable if 
they had been handled differently but George Willick is something loss than tactful 
and pushed hard, albeit somewhat too hard and in the wrong direction, for something 
that captured.his imagination, As a member of the Fan Awards Committee I’ve had my 
differences with George Willick and there have been some harsh words between us. 
However, this I will say for George Willick; when the few nominating ballots had 
been.tabulated and it was obvious that fandom had rejected the idea of the awards, 
Willick was wise enough not to press the matter any further. The Fan Achievement 
Awards have been dropped and contributions, so far as is possible, have been returned 
to those fans who made them. As a former member of a now defunct committee I want to 
express my thanks for the 
support of those fans who 
did submit nominating bal
lots and contributions.

It was fun while it 
lasted and, by Ghu, it 
did stir up a ruckus. 

Now that that is out 
of the way, George, whore 
is PARSECTION'’

, ROY TACKETT
Mil

"Quick, Xuul, bring the can opener."
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GAZING

work he>s boon doing since ho "retired" 
quo. The place has begun to take shape 
are beginning to improve, 
my ovtfi. I’ ‘ ' 
that is slightly strained

I’m flattered by the picture, Pat, but 
must admit that I am nowhere near that 
serene looking. Roy says we’ll run a photo 
page Real Soon Now,

A couple of days back I managed to 
read the newspaper. I do occasionally, I’m 
one oi those people who prefer the morning 
paper—from years of habit I guess, however, 
I really shouldn’t for if I read something 
w$th which I don’t agree then it upsets my 
whole day. However, this time I felt pret
ty good when I finished the daily news. I 
read an article about a Nev; York hotelman, 
Edward Spatz, who has distributed hundreds 
of credit cards good for a free week at a 
now hotel ho plans to build. He plans to 
build it on the moon and expects to have it 
ready in not more than 10 years.

About now I think Roy would welcome a 
week’s stay (all expenses paid, of course) 
at a moon hotel, what with all the outdoor

from the USHC and arrived homo in Albuqucr- 
_ and improve in appearance and my poor feet 

_ . too, what with not having to do so much running around on
It sure helps to have a strong male-typo back around the place. Evon one 

Z1''*"13r a-d. It is also a very good feeling to look around at the end 
. ,^9 f-nc SGC something has really been accomplished instead of the little

piddlings that got done when I had to do it all myself.'
course the children have really begun to collect from their father what they 

felt they had missed during the past years. For the first few days Rone (just under 
live) hollered "Daddy" for every little thing. Things that she had been able to do 
GU1 c well for herself while Roy was gone all of a sudden became impossible for her 
to do, .However, she’s getting used to his being around and is getting back to nor
ma., Diana, just under nine, reacted a bit differently. She felt that everything of 
hors that needed fixing would be fixed immediately and that we could now do every
thing she has wanted to do. ’That a shock she is in for. However, it is nice to have 
a fix-it man.around the place once again since just about the time I’d get one thing 
iixcd something else would break. The head of the house has a heavy schedule to 
follow.

Roy arrived hone in time to celebrate his birthday so I was real nice to hirn, p 
gave him mimeograph paper as a present which scons to be about the best thing you 
can.got for a fan, I figured that while he was waiting for a job (and he’ll probably 
relish one after the ’work he’s boon doing around here) he could get this issue of 
Dynatron pubbed and into the mail, it gets too hot hero to do much outside in the 
middle of the day so ho can work indoors on the fanzine.

Another reason it is good to have Roy hone is that perhaps I can take a more ac
tive interest in things fannish myself. Up until now1 there just hasn’t been enough 
time to take care pf everything around hero, including two yowling daughters, and 
really take an active.interest in fandom, Thon, too, the children seen to bo poten
tial fans ior every time I attempted to write or draw they had to be right in the 
middle of it. If I wrote a story Dec had to hesvo it read to her and then wanted to
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act it out wc SGcn to bu rising another Sarah Bcrnhardt. Actually she docs a nret- 
ty good job except when she begins acting silly. T/hich is often. 1v A ----- -------O---- - KJ --

There is one disadvantage in having the groat fan himself home—he beats me to 
the mailbox and gets all • • - ■• -
groat stacks of paper to

the letters and fanzines first and I have to root through 
find out what's new. still it is rather pleasant to have 

the desk once again piled high with papers and to have 
books and prozines and fanzines stacked on every level 
surface in the place including the ironing board (who 
wants to iron anyway?) and if visiting coffee klatchors 
have to shove YANDRO and ANALOG aside in order to find 
a place to put their coffee cups they are aware at least 
that the man is back.

I've often wondered why people so often think only 
of rockets and spaceships whenever SF is mentioned, it 
must bo due to limited education for the field is so un
limited. And most of the people l»ve talked to lately 
don't even seen to understand the principals involved 
in these. The other day I was browsing through a new 
sot of children's encyclopedia we have purchased for the 
girls and came across the heading "jot propulsion and 
Sticky Pads." It explained how the octopus and the 
squid can move very quickly through the water by moans 
of jet propulsion and how sore animals have sticky pads 
on the bottom of their feet that enable them to walk on 
Walls and ceilings easily defying gravity. The article 
wont on to compare the octopus and squid with rockets 
and the sticky pads with magnetic shoes for use in 
spacecraft, of course jot propulsion and sticky pads 
arc. not now and, for that matter, neither arc rockets 
and magnetic shoes, in 
a way one led to the other.
But if a squid jetting 
through the water 
fly crawling up a wall 

illustration on a prozinc the av-

or a

were used as a cover 
oragc newsstand browser would never understand the 
connection. Show him a rocket, though, and that is 
science-fiction.

If this now children's encyclopedia is any in
dication of things to come some of the general mis
conceptions as to what SF is or isn't as well as a 
groat many adverse thoughts about the field should 
be dispelled in the younger generation. The heading 
of "Science Fiction" is included in the index and 
when I chocked the page references I found a whole 
chapter, vividly illustrated, discussing such 
things as "What is Science Fiction?", "Looking 
Into the Future," "into the Wild Black Yonder," 
(intriguing title) and biographical sketches of 
some of the pioneers in the field and a list of 
recommended books. What I liked most of all was 
the fact that many things other than just rockets 
and space travel were brought out as science fic
tion. Maybe we'll see the day when SF is really 
respectable and father says to offspring, "Son, 
be sure to pick up the latest issue of AMAZING 
on the way home from school." (if increasing 
postal rates don't kill the zincs completely, 
that is.)

(continued on page 19) 
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Way down yonder in Aussieland John Baxter has been mumbling in his beard ever since 
I dropped "unpaid Ads" from these pages. He grew tired of waiting for me to revive 
that feature and so came up with his own

....... JZ 7 o'UJ/ : :
....... . ................................■...................by JOHN BAXTER

1. Most writers of novels try to think up something very special in the way of 
first lines. Some produce memorable writing, some flowery junk. I won’t ask you to 
nominate into which category the following fall, but perhaps you can tell me (a) 
what novels they are from, and (b) who wrote them*

"The idiot lives in a black and grey world, punctuated by the white 
lightning of hunger and the flickering of fear. His clothes were old and 
many-windowed. Here peeped a shinbone, sharp as a cold chisel, and there 
in the torn coat were ribs like the fingers of a fist. He was tall and 
flat. His .eyes were calm and his face was dead,"

"The visitor, mailing his Why unobserved through the crowded main 
laboratory of the Hill, stepped up to within six feet of the back of a 
big Norwegian seated at an electrono-optical bench. Drawing an automatic 
pistol, he shot the apparently unsuspecting scientist seven times, as fast 
as he could pull the trigger; twice through the brain, five times, closely 
spaced, through the spine."

"There was a killer loose on the range. The South Pacific air patrol 
had seen the great corpse staining the sea crimson as it wallowed in the 
waves. Within seconds, the intricate warning system had been alerted;
from San Francisco to Brisbane, men were moving counters and drawing range 
circles on charts. And Dan Burley, still rubbing the sleep from his eyes, 
was hunched over the control board of Scout-sub f as it dropped down to 
the twenty fathom lino."

2. If you ever followed the prozine lottercolumns, you’ll remember THE VIZIGRAPH and 
THE ETHER VIBRATES* But can you remember which prozines carried the following?

Down to Earth. The Eyrie*
Feedback. pt says Here,

3, Male writers, naturally enough, have a warm spot in their hearts (assuming they 
have hearts) for women. Unfortunately, they have difficulty in producing something 
new and unusual in the way of femininity, but I feel that, in the following, the 
writers created a sparkling and original image. Can you remember (a) the name of 
the woman described, and (b) the story from which the description is extracted?

"She was as tall as most men, and as savage as the wildest of them. 
The face above her mail might not have been fair in a woman’s head-dress, 
but in the steel setting of her armour it had a biting, sword-edge beauty 
as keen as the flash of blades. The red hair was short upon her high defi
ant head, and the yellow’ blaze of her eyes held fury as a crucible holds 
fire."

"She was strangely and wonderfully blind, for she could see in the 
infra-red only, from 7^00 Angstroms to one millimetre wave-lengths, far 
below the normal visible spectrum. She saw heat waves, magnetic fields,
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radio waves; she saw her admirers in a strange light of organic emanations 
against a background of red radiation. She was a Snow Maiden, an ice
Princess -with coral eyes, coral lips, imperious, mysterious, unattainable.11 

h. On sees some strangely-named stories in science fiction, but the following are 
especially memorable. Can you recall who wrote them?

Magic, Inc. Vandy, Vandy.
My Boyfriend’s Name Is Jello. Snulbug.

5. In TJARHOON lh, Jim Blish asked "Is Anybody listening? Do people read- my work?" 
Yes, certainly we read, but if we come across excerpts like the following, we have a 
little difficulty in understanding what is meant. I don't ask you to translate these 
sections, but if you could tell me (a) the story, and (b) the author.....

11 ' The Snyol of plesch? And gvan-hunting in the Sunqar, oh?’ he said, pro
nouncing Barnovolt’s Nich-Nyani name 'Esnyol' -- ns for that matter did all 
Gozastandou-speeking Krishnans."

"The woman leaned forward too, and the smell from her diseased mouth reached 
Hebstcr oven across the enormous space of the office. 'Rabble and reaching 
and all the upward clash,’ she intoned, spreading her hands ns if in agree
ment with an obvious point. ’Emptiness derogating itself into infinity—’, 
’Into duration,' the older nan corrected. ’Into infinity,’ the woman in
sisted. ’Gabble gabble honk?' the young non queried bitterly."

6. Any keen reader of fantasy will keep up with the various pieces written by nrnm'- 
nent "mainstream" authors. Do you remember which famous "mundane" writers wrote;

Messiah. The Isle of Dreams.
The Machine Stops,

ANSTJERS
1. MORE THAN HUMAN - Theodore Sturgeon!

FIRST LENS’AN - E. E. Smith
THS DEEP RANGE - Arthur C. Clarke.

2. Dorm to Earth - FUTURE SF, The Eyrie - WEIRD TATES.
Feedback - INFINITY SF. It Says Hero - SF QUARTERLY

3. Jircl of Joiry - BLACK GOD'S KISS by C. L. Moore.
Olivia prosteign - THE STARS iff DESTINATION by Alfred Bester

1. Magic, Inc. - R. A. HEINLEIN Vandy, Vandy - MANLY MADE WELLMAN
My Boyfriend's Name is Jello - AVRAM DAVIDSON. Snulbug - ANTHONY BOUCHER

3. THE HAND OF ZEI - L. Sprague do Camp. ' 
FIRWATER - William Tenn.

6. Messiah - GORE VIDAL. The Machine Stops - E. M. FORSTER.
The Isle of Dreams - R, L. STEPHENSON.

How did you do? Score 1 for each section of a question (i.e., 1 for author, 1 
for story title). Total possible score is 23, but I won't lacerate your ego by giving 
an "average" rating. Obviously not everybody will have read the same books, and some 
of the more obscure novels nay bo totally unknown to you by reason of no reprints or 
something like that. However, I do think that anybody who scored over 20 really knows 
his SF, and those who scored below 10 should start looking for back issues of ASF 
instead of CAPTAIN MARVEL. '■ •

Page 10
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S O O D EYE 

by 
MICE DECKINGER .

i J. Edgar Hoover was not always a nervous man. There were tines when he was light
hearted and gay and other tines when his official post dominated his life', forcing 
him to become a bitter, determined person, dedicolcd to apprehension of law-breakers 
or the investigation of a subversive plot.

But very rarely was he nervous.
On the morning of April 19, however, he was extremely nervous. He fidgeted 

about in his soft-bottom choir, impatiently chain-smoked through three packs of cig
arettes, and at times dejectedly ran his fingers across his scalp. 'The he had stubbed 
out the last butt he rose to his feet and began to pace about the room. He strode to 
the window and peered out. Below him he saw the traffic-cloggod roads with pedestri- 
caie scuttling across.

"V/hy," he thought irritably, "why do they have to do this now? I’ve served this 
country well. As head of the FBI,'I..." ■

His thoughts were cut off as his assistant, Howard Froenston, entered the room.
Frccnston glanced at Hoover. "Still disturbed about it, Chief," ho said.
"You know I am. T/hy shouldn't I bo? Bounced after...."
Frccnston approached the older nan and slipped a reassuring hand around his 

shoulder. . ’ ’ *
"Don’t take it too hard, Chief, 

wasn't now it night bo a year from nor/-,
"I know. I know all that," Hoover sno.npod, 

such a futile, useless ending.

Wo know it had to happen sometime. -And if it 
or two years, or three."

. . . "It's just that this seems like
sucn a lutile,.useless ending, just because sone young upstart introduces a now, 
harebrained crime-fighting system that's about as workable as a refrigerator in hell, 

„ t. ’.That doos ho know about running a dopart- 
1'11 bet he'll be down on his hands and knees within a wook, begging 
ho voung____" 6

I'm shoved out so this newcomer can get in. 
nent like this? p —- - ■ - -
to chuck it all, the young....”

"Easy there, Chief," Froenston soothed. "There just isn't anything more that 
can bo done about it at present. Think of how the rest of the people in the United 
States will feel to learn the FBI has.boon..." .

"Uprooted," Hoover interrupted. "Torn out by the roots. That's the word for it 
Froenston, completely uprooted. Do you know how an old fire horse fools when he's 
out out to pasture after years of faithful service? Hell, I do, boy. I know it well."

"Maybe it won’t bo too bad, Chief," Froenston said. "You'll be getting a pen
sion from the government; the brass won't allow you to fade away. Things will be easy 
_or you m the later years of your life and all the present members of the Bureau who 
choose to retire will bo taken care of,"

"Taken care of. Yes, I suppose so 
lotc mistakes the bigwigs want to hide, 
it was organized.

. Hoover cradeled his 
The big boys who make the de- 
the President's advisors, and 

They're through with us. Thoy'vo decided

We're always taken care of. Like the obso- 
The FBI has served this country well since 

... ... „ Thurc have been books written about us, films made; we've captured
the imagination of young boys who want adventure and action."
head in his hands. "Now they don't want us any more,
cisions are through with us. The Pentagon brass hats
yes, probably even the president himself 
we can bo replaced. Replaced by a...."

The private line telephone on his desk rang. Hoover studied it for a moment then, 
extended his hand and lifted the receiver. ■

"Hoover speaking," he said calmly. Ho listened for a moment then softly replaced 
the phono in its cradle.

"Anything important?" Froenston asked.
’’Important?". Hoover considered the word. "I've just been informed that the new 

boy will be arriving late today. Ho's transporting his rearrangement plans with him
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and he wants to have them executed as soon as possible. Tomorrow morning the movers 
will be coning. They're going to start removing most of the things we have here and 
replace them with new ones. All the files we've compiled, the mugbooks, the experi
mentation labs, everything. They're all to be either altered or removed outright. 
Probably to bo burned, if they do burn any of it I don't want to bo around to watch 
it. I couldn't bear to see that."

"So this is the end for us," Froenston reflected. "I guess I won't bo able to 
tell people that I was here when the FBI began, but I'll be able to say that I saw 
its death. I'm not proud of that, not in the least."

"Don't be, boy, don't be. It's never a pretty sight to see something you've 
loved and worked for utterly and irrevocably destroyed. It's not pretty at all."

Froenston began to draw the 
shad.es. "I suppose the new head 
man will bo using this room?"

Hoover nodded. "They're oven 
working on a big brass plate for 
his desk now."

"Yes, I know about it," 
Froenston said. "He should be 
storing a lot of his personal, 
equipment in this room. when 
people walk in that's the first 
thing they'll see. This man 
sitting behind his desk with his 
big brass nameplate before them; 
John Berry, GPA Director."

Iff I® dec-ringermu
THE ENDLESS STREAM

Being a listing of some of the stuff that has found its why into the mailbox of late 
with a comment or tiro now and again. I toll you, there's no end to them at all. RT

MIAFAN #6. Mike Kurman, 231 SIT 51 Court, Mi® Uh, Fla 
Slanted towards the NFFF, Mike says, and it is. Lady B 
an article on mescaline. Lady B shows lots of promise, 
views add to the fun—and to YANDRO's subscription list.

15$S or trade. Quarterly. 
Hutchins has the cover and 
Seth Johnson's fanzine re- 
too, Buck says.

SALAMADER #1. Fred patten, £156 Choslcy Ave., Los Angelos U3, Calif. 250, trade, 
LoC. Irregular. Standard LASFS pub which moans it is interesting from the Bjo front 
cover to the Harness bacovor. And whatever became of SHANGRI-L'AFFAIRES?

FIVE BY FIVE #8. Thish by Ed Cox. The 0-0 of the Carboniferous Amateur press Alli
ance with the admirable Edco ranging high and vide. Also present is another install- 
ment^qf ipn Moffatt's fan autobiography complete with photos, a SPACEIARP reprint 
from Art Rapp, comments on this and that by a couple of Tacketts, and an attempt by 
Squire Sneary to straighten out the Treasurer's report—no easy task since the Treas
urer changes from month to month. Completists may continue to eat their hearts out.

CANDY F SPECIAL, Bo Stonfors, Bylgiavagcn 3, Djursholm, Sweden. Trade only. The 
last issue of the poor fan's ADAM complete with complete nudes and a couple of sexy 
(?) stories. Nothing special I'm afraid. Bo says he'll bo back with NIGHT OF SNOG.

AXE #23, #21t, #25. Larry Shaw, 16 Grant place, Staten Island 6, N.Y. 100, etc. Bi
weekly. All the nevra and Dick Lupoff's fmz reviews. Hhat more do you want?

I 1
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I don't think that anyone has satisfactorily explained why an honest citizen, 
with a conscience purer than the driven snow, should quail in terror when stopped by 
a policeman. I don't know why it is cither, but I can testify that it .happens.

One night a few years ago, when wo were living at 10J> Stitt Street in ’Tabash, I 
was roused from a quiet evening of reading stf by a knock at the door. Answering it, 
I stood staring horrorstruck at a state trooper—uniform, flashlight, gun, notebook, 
and all, ominously, he inquired if this was 10J? Stitt Street, liy first appalled 
reaction was "My God, what did I do?" J.y second was to tell him that no, this is 77 
Stanstead Road, or 1102 Maple Avenue, or anything but 10f> Stitt St. However, years as 
a trustworthy, helpful Boy Scout have their 'effect, so I told him that yes, this was 
105 Stitt. The next question was whether a certain Ur. Tyner lived there. Breathing 
a little easier, I could truthfully say I'd never, heard of Mr. Tyner. Well, docs any
one driving a bluc-and-whito Ford live here? Easier all the time since my Ford 
ranges from black to tattle-talc gray, depending on how long it’s been since tlm last 
rain. By the time the trooper got around to inquiring if there was a 125 Stitt St. 
nearby, my pulse was almost back to normal, and I even smiled weakly when I apologized 
for being unable to help him.

while we were living on Stitt Street wo got used to local officials pounding on 
the door and demanding to see the vicious dog which lived upstairs. (I don’t know 
where he got the money to pay ‘the rent,..) They never did anything about the dog, 
but every tine he bit someone one of the local gendar mes would cone out and look at 
him. (This gives you an- idea of the size of the term; it was so small that Dog Bites 
Man was news. I've often thought the beast's ormer missed a bet by not charging ad
mission.) Also, it was about this time that I got inured to being stopped by state 
troopers after dark, invariably, they told me that one of my headlights was out. 
(if I installed two new headlights on Saturday, one of them would be out by Sunday 
night it seemed.) of course, one never quite gets used to seeing a flashing red light 
in one's rear view mirror, but I was fairly hardened to the sight; it was always 
about a missing headlight.

Until, that is, the time I was informed that I'd just run two stop sighs :and . 
what did I have to say for myself?

However, if there's one thing I've found out about state police, it is that no 
matter what they stop a driver for, they invariably chock his license while they have 
him cornered. It's instinct, or habit, or something. So, one night Juanita and I 
were returning from a fan party at Joe Saunders' house. We had borrowed my mother
in-law's cor after the starter fell off mine, and Juanita was driving because it was 
about 3:00 AU and I was half asleep. We stopped for a traffic light in Noblesville, 
a drunk tried to talk us into giving him a ride, we ignored him and drove on. Half a 
block further, the ominous rod light began flashing behind us. Juanita pulled over 
and informed me that her billfold, containing her driver’s license and all other 
identification, was at her mother's apartment. At about the same tire I recalled 
that I didn't even know if the auto registration papers were in the car or not, and 
if they word the nano on them wouldn't natch anything in my billfold. And if the cop 
wanted, to be nasty, we couldn't even prove we wcremarried, with Juanita's identifica
tion missing. Wien Juanita rolled down the car window I was shaking. The policemen 
(two.of them) camo up, inquired if the drunk who had accosted us at the stoplight "was 
a friend of ours, Hhen >«e said no, they said that they intended to go back and pick ■ 
him up, but they had wanted to make sure tha.t he was accosting strangers first, not ■ 
just having a chat with old friends. They apologized for any inconvenience we had 
suffered, and left.
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~n nc condition to drive, and I was rzidc awake, so T 
Sone people are just lucky, I guess; the police were so

ask the first question about licenses thaV^ould have^lowered the

By this tine, juanit; 
drove the rest of the way. shookod at the idee of ath-unk-loSHSgltra^^lhii? £
ver thought to ask the first question about licenses tho/f would have lowered the 
boon on us.

BUCK COULSON...... . ....... itw
'' „ -> -,c -)r ,e X- X- -X %■ X- -X- X- # -ft x- x.
?E2nN?WS haS CauSht UP ™i*h DYNATRON. On 27 April they reported that the
JSSR is noir studying mental telepathy and that while the United States was also 
checking into the subject our program was not as extensive as that of the Russians 
.mo have turned their best brains loose on the project. How about that? rt
-X- X- -X- * -X- -x- -x- -X- -X- * -X- # # -X- # # -v. .){. # X. x. 4;. _v_ ,
The Seattle theater censors closed the "Girls of the Galaxy" show at the world's" ' 
iair. it seems they objected to bare-breasted beauties, Wally Weber has embarked 
on a campaign to close down the censorship board,
* X- X- -X- X- X- X- -x- -X- -X- X -X- X- X -X- X- -x- -x- X- -x- * -X- -X- -x- X -X- X- X- X- X- X- x- x x- x. X- X. x. x. x.

' THE ENDLESS STREAM FLOWS ON

YANDRO #111, Bob & Juanita Coulson, Rt 3, Wabash, Ind., 250* Monthly. As usual Mr 
& Miz Coulson manage to put out the best all around fanzine there is. Evon if Buck 
docs use copies of schematic diagrams for artwork. Er, Buck, I mentioned YANDRO to 
Max Jakubowski so youtll probably bo getting a stack of subs from France.

f .
LOKI #2, Dave Hulan, 228-D Niblo Drive, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. 150, etc. Qtrly. 
Great Roscoe, Katya, how long did it take to paint each cover indivdually? LOKI is 
one of a rare breed those days—a fanzine devoted to fantasy. Featured in thish are 
reviews by Dave and by.Larry McCombs, an essay on Blackwood by Alan Dodd, and an at
tempt by Lady B. Hutchins to match up Norse and Christian mythology. Starting next 
issue will be a continuing scries on UNKNOWN. Dave, the lucky stiff, has a complete 
set of that most fabulous of all fantasy magazines.

ICRY #158. (158 issues—utterly ridiculous). Box 92, 50? 3rd 
Ave., Seattle 1+, Washington* 250, etc. Monthly. Buz, .
Elinor and Berry up front and much to Weber*s dismay Avram 
Davidson holds court to the usual gong of idiots in the 
letter section. This could turn into the lettered for 
F&SF*. Well, I prefer CRY to that dreary excuse for a 
prozine.

THE TWILIGHT ZINE #5. Bernard Morris, 1+20 Memorial Dr., 
Cambridge 39, Mass, Trades, contribs, LoCs, no cash. 
Irregular. For a group who claim they aren’t really 
fans the MET boys sure put out a fannish type fmz.
But, egad, Bernard, how did the people at MADEMOISELIE 
find out about stf and fandom?

f
CINDER #10. Larry Williams, 71; Maple Rd, Longmeadow 6, Mass.
Behind the Bergeron cover is a now lay out. Each item in its own individual box. 
Boxed in are Al Woods, Larry McCombs, Mike Deckinger, and a whole herd of people in 
the letter column, jack Cascio fired his volley in #9 and thish contains the counter
attack by all and sundry. (Fred All and Jack Sundry.)

f
FANAC #83, #81+. Walter Breon, 21+02 Grove St., Berkeley 1+, Calif. 1+/5O0, etc. Irregu
lar. More news, more reviews, more of everything'except a regular schedule. Good 
when it appears which isn’t often enough. '

f
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TAKUMI SHIBANO

On 1 April our "SF Meeting - Kansai" was held in Osaka. ("Kan
sai" means western area and includes Kyoto and Osaka. "Kanto" 
means eastern area and includes Tokyo and Yokohama.) About 25 
people gathered at a room in Utemae-Hall. This was the second 
time that the Null Club and Uchujin-osaka gathered together for 
a joint meeting, our first joint meeting was held on 30 April 
of last year at which time Null Club membership was far below 
that of Uchujin-Osaka. I gave them my joy for their growth in 
the past year.

Yasutaka Tsutsui, the president of Null Club, took the chair 
and Ichiro Kano, who had come down from Tokyo with me, was the 
guest speaker, and gave a quite reserved speech about his opin
ion of SF. He spoke only of his own manner for writing SF stories 
saying that he had written very little in this field compared to 
his work in the mystery story field.

I spoke a little of recent developments in the SF field in 
Japan and abroad. ■ ■■

he could 
etc.

The meeting began at l;00 p.m. and finished at 8:00 p.m.
There appeared two free attendants at the meeting who had read a . 
notice of it in one of the morning papers, one of these said he 
thought it was to be a meeting of ghost-story fans and confessed

not understand our speeches about SF writers, SF stories, strange machines,

We finished up the meeting with a round of general chattering and Yasutaka said 
that he enjoyed very much presiding over this year's meeting and finding how much his 
club had grown. About five of those in attendance were female fans including Shoko 
Uhara of whom you have hoard- in DYNATRON. She was the youngest there and her attitude 
was very moderate. The next morning's newspapers reported briefly on the meeting.

NEWS NOTES: Kosumi Rci and Tsutomu Miyazaki have written non-fiction articles about 
U-dimensional phenomena for tho_Sunday Mainichi.... Kosei Ono and Ryu Mitsuse are now
writing for SF MAGAZINE.....Uchujin Club members Tadashi Taka, Morihiro Saito, Josuhe 
Gari, and Aritsune Toya.da all had stories published profossiona.lly during February 
and March.... Roi Taketsu left Japan for New Mexico on 18 February.....null #6 was
issued. 1|8 pages and very good and very pretty as usual.... SPACESHIP #7 was publi
shed. 6 pages.,...Uchujin Club members Kunio Nagatani and Iltsuhide Shimauchi are ’ 
planning to publish a new fanzine devoted to fantasy and ghost stories.... .A monument 
to Juzo Unno, Japan's groat pioneer SF writer, will be founded at Tokushima City, his 
native place....,Shiro Shima and Shun Sato arc planning to establish a new fan group 
affiliated with SF MAGAZINE.... .Clarke' s "A Fall of Moondust" is being run as a. three 
part serial in the Japanese edition of READER'S DIGEST.... Asimov's "Currents of
Space" and Copel's "Dark December" are scheduled for publication by Hayakawa Shobo... 
..Norio Itoh failed his entrance examinations to Tokyo University and has returned to 
his homo nt Hamamatsu City. (About 1+ hours from Tokyo by train.) He will edit our 
English language fanzine (UCHUJIN INTERNATIONAL) from there. Noriyoshi Saito and I ' 
will act as advisors and we hope to have the first issue out in June...,.The U.S.
F&SF has purchased Shin'ichi Hoshi's "A Man Made Beauty" which was translated into 
English by Noriyoshi Saito,... .We've elected a new editorial committee for UCHUJIN 
since some of the former committee are now full time pro writers (as Hoshi) and some 
have become inactive. The new board; myself as editor, Tsutomu Miyazaki, Ryu Mitsuse, 
and Tadashi Hirosc as assistant editors, and Hajime Ifochizuki as account ant.....UCHU
JIN #5h carried Bill Brown's "Star Duck" and anyone having information on Mr. Brown 
is requested to contact mo.....The May issue (#55) will bo our 5th annish.

TAKUMI SHIBANO, raw
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"And then this ghost reached out and,.,.”

$01ay Kimball go.es to a lot of 
stf-type movies. Knowing North 
Carolina I can understand that 
He wants to tell us about 
them. He nay turn into an
other .^laii. Dodd. Egad, $

J'™ I™000^5’ ~ This is one of the best fantasy pictures in years—if it is a fan
tasy, That’s pretty much for the viewer to decide.

On the.surj.ace the picture, based on Henry James’ ''Turn of the Screw", is a 
pretty straight forward ghost story, but underneath it is Something else again. Di
rector Jack Clayton builds up the eerie suspense nicely, then—with one little ac
tion -he changes the meaning of the whole picture,

Deborah Kerr is hired as governess for two small children—and lovely, children 
they are, beautiful and charming,. Their-home is a lovely old mansion with spacious 
grounds, landscaped gardens, ponds and lakes. It seems idyllic.

But subtly,.a sense of disquiet is introduced; the boy is expelled from school 
lor some unexplained oifenso; strange people wall: the grounds.

Questioning the help reveals that the strangers arc the former governess and 
chauffer, both of whom are now dead. Further it is revealed that in life the two had 
Tn. , ^--tho chauffer a sadist, the governess his willing, even eager victim.— 
who had delighted in performing in front of the children. Tt is even possible that 
they involved them in their sport. * ~

Then " ’ “
are buck* 
games and 

Miss 
and kills

Or so it seems until the final brief bit of action when the picture is suddenly 
inverted and it begins to appear that Miss Kerr was simply an insane sex nerve rt who 
was projecting her fantasies through the children and in the process destroyed them.

As I said, it is pretty much up to the viewer how he interprets the film, but 
whichever way you want to look at it, it is a thought-provoking picture well worth 
seeing, ’

the chauffer died and the governess had grieved herself to death. Now they 
Why? ihc only answer seems to bo tno.t they wish to continue their old
can only do so through the children,
Kerr decides to exorcise them and in the attempt drives one child insane 
the other.

The Dy The world Caught Fire * - The idea that an H-bonb blast could knock the Earth 
ont 01 oubit is silly, and the idea that a bigger one could correct the first is 
laughable, yet that’s the gimmick on which this film hangs its slim tale, you might 
overlook it if they had come up with a good picture,, They didn’t.

By coincidence, Russia and the U.S. sot off sinultanobus blasts and suddenly the 
ca±th is racked with violent storms, ending with a severe and unrelenting Stqught, 
W? An intrepid newsman decides to find out.
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Or so to arc teld, Actually he doos very little except ask a few questions and 
complain. In fact no one docs anything about the probion at all. After all, what 
could an ordinary nan do when the Earth starts falling into the sun? So the event is 
used mainly as a backdrop for the usual improbable love affair—here even more un
believable than usual, but Janet JTunro is certainly nice to look at, so who cares?

liYSTERIOUS ISLAND - A surprisingly good picture. It could have been just another cut 
ord dried monster picture, but with the application of a little work and a little 
imagination it became instead a fine high-adventure piece.

During the Civil liar four dannyankecs escape from a nice confederate prison, 
tricing a fine, brave Southern soldier with them. They escape in a balloon, which is 
cqught in a violent storm and is carried across the country and halfway over the Pa
cific (possibly it was looking for Roy Tackett). Finally it settles on a deserted 
island.

It isn’t desorted for long. The boys have hardly arrived when the sea washes up 
a boat containing two women. And there arc indications that there is someone else 
around. Who? Captain Nemo, of course, but you’re not supposed to knew that.

The picture is well developed, builds suspense nicely, has sone nice monsters 
built and animated by Ray Hnrryhausen. The Nautilus oven has some lovely machinery 
and Herbert Lon is an admirable Captain Nemo, though he doesn’t have much time to de
velop the part.

Even the scenery is beautiful, not the least of which is Joan Greenwood and Both 
Rogan—who, I believe, could give more milk than the goats she tends.

CLAY KIMBALLmm
■ AND ON AND ON

NEOLITHIC #21. Ruth'Berman, 5620 Edgewater Blvd, Minneapolis 17, lUrin. 2/250, etc. 
Bi-monthly. If this were put out by anyone other than Ruth it would be strictly a 
crudzinc; typos, strikeovers, sloppy dupering. But with Ruth at the helm it has an 
air about it I like, NeoL is one of the top 10.

DISCORD #17. Redd Boggs, 2209 Highland pl NE, Minneapolis 21, Hinn. 150, etc. Bi
monthly. How cone I get the March issue in May, hah? I suppose I’ll get the May 
issue in July? No natter, just so I got it. And you should, too.

$SHANGRI-L’AFFAIRES #60. Fred patton, 222 S. Gromorcy pl., Los Angeles U, Calif. 250 
etc. Bi-monthly (hoohahl). It’s about tine. Whore ya boon? Main issues this time 
are the Costume Ball and TFCW&M with Bjo, Dircc Archer and Hal Lynch discussing the 
former while Joe Gibson and Alva Rogers debating the latter. Also John Berry recounts 
an encounter with Willis on the tennis courts. Great stuff, that. The LASFS is home
less these days which night account for SHAGGY’S lateness. And then again it night 
not.

ITHE REBEL #2. John Jackson, RR #7, Box 137-D, Crown Point, Ind. 150. Quarterly. 
Neatly mimeod and wo loam tha.t John Jackson is a wrestler* Here’s an editor that 
can really twist one’s am for contributions.

I
And in the as yet unread stack; FICCION CIENTIFICA & REATIDAD (Hector pessina), OUT
POST (Fred Hunter), SETEBOS (Hannifcn & Lanctot), AMBLE (Mercer), HAVERINGS and SCOT- 
TISHE (Ethol Lindsay for TAFF), PELF (Hulan & Locke), IDLE HANDS (Metcalf), KOTA 
(Amifetaad), CUTlORir (Gentry), GEMZINE (GMCarr), HYPHEN (Willis & McAulay), SCRIBBLE 
(Freeman), G2 (Gibson. Joe, I’m going to go looking for those ASFs Real Soon Now.) 
INDEX TO THE SF ZINES - 1961 (Tyrannical Al Lewis), CINDER 11 (Williams), ENVOY (Ches- 
lin) HOW TO RAISE RABBITS (U.S. Dept of Agriculture). Plus a half-dozen ethers.

nf/f
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by PAT SCOTT

00®

(within the bounds of the story - ; 
thing that other than our Hero only 
tions) one happily sleepless, (_ ' x_.
ly fashion for no one will let them sleep, 
not fit for polite discussion. ’ 
came perilously close to being bored, 
would refuse such a drug 
cept sleeplessness. 7 ' 
there must bo others who fool the same.

Might as vrell keep this orderly one way or another - so 
I’ll start with the hard-covers on hand. First off there are 
the three books we got recently fran the Science Fiction Book 
Club. Fred and I both wanted to read Three Hearts and Three 
blons PJld Stranger in a Strange Land, tw^f"EHe ’̂urr^nro’r- 
-erings,. and"so decided (not’without some misgivings) to have 
another try at the Book club. We chose Triad, Three Complete 

fiction Novels by A. E. Van Vogt“,T5r our alloted 
third (three books for a dollar is the introductory offer, in 
case you don’t know), not only, because it seemed the best buy 
but because I wasn't at all sure that I had read the first of 
the three - ’'The World of A." As it turned out, I hadn’t.

"Three Hearts and Three Lions" by poul Anderson is a 
thoroughly adequate fantasy of the som^how-he-was-thrown-back 
-in-time-to-what-lo-and-behold-was-his-rightfull-place-all- 
the-time type. About the only drawback to the book is that 
somehow the land of Faery does not seem at all as frightful 
as it should. Sven Anderson seems a bit troubled that Chaos 
is to all appearances a good deal more orderly than Law, it 
melees one wonder along the lines of "the side that wins is 
Right,"

Heinlein’s book, "Stranger in a Strange Land", we in this 
household found most enjoyable. Every reviewer we have read 
had panned the book on the grounds that it preached too much. 
I so, it did not bother us but then we have been known to 
show interest in works of a purely philosophical nature. The 
characters' attitude towards sex (which subject comprises the

. , . bettor part of the last third of the book) is a bit saccaha-
l?1?® juvenile, reading like the Compleate philosophy of the serious collegiate 
Thinker, but Heinlein is too good a craftsman to let this mar the plot to any extent. 
The inevitability of the, ending escapse me, but then this is not the only author 
piedebyOneSdient"ntainS W°rd "inevitable" in the position that should be occu- 

The other fairly recently published hardcover in the house, "A Fall of Moondust" 
y Art ur C. Clarke wc borrowed from the library, I was rather expecting it to be as 
dry as the dust in the title, but surprisingly enough, this is not so. The technical 
problems, such as they are, are interesting. The characters have enough space in the 
novel length to move around and become real people whose problems assume the dimen
sions of something to worry about rather than just being mechanical puzzles to which 
the author must find a solution.

Then there arc six paper-backs which wo have purchased in the past month or so- 
£n£?.c.GP Diana end Moir Gillon (?), The Space Egg by Russ Uinterbotham, The Day 

They H^Q^ed Los Angelos by Robert Moore WiTlidms,- Little' Fuzzy by H. Beam Piper,—£ 
The Lani PcdplTTydjTTTBone, and The Last Planet by Ahdre“Norton, 

ysieep is a somewhat labored' account of how a drug is discovered which when 
sdeGPpn-pd what happens to the world after everyone but two holdouts

■ seems that everyone is so well integra,tod or some- 
„■ a handful of patent crackpots refuse the injec- 

Our hero (and his wife for a while) suffer in a ghast- 
j-i _n _ and pncjGecj sublet ig rapidly becoming 
Most of the book is devoted to this and I, for one, 

, • Iw "the first place I think that most people 
, but even if that were not so, surely not everyone would a.c- 

I desire to be robbed of my sloop and I’m sure that
- --- . In the second place I con fool no real sym—

* • 4*

omewhat labored account of how a drug i
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pathy for a grown nan who lets himself bo out through the kind, of Moll that the 
chumpy "friends" inflict upon the hero of this book.

The Spo.ee Egg and The Day They H-Bonbod Los Angelos arc eo.sily the worst of this 
lot, both redding" as though* ’tlio”an:EIio^l& had” rid't' one*, buT both, eyes on Hollywood. In 
the first a chino, egg (con’t boll it from the common chicken-house variety with the 
naked eye) fors out of some mysterious substance given off by a jot plane which is be
ing tested and proceeds to do in the pilot in devious fashion. He and a young lady 
(there were two eggs, of course) then become Awful Monacos so invulnerable that 20 or 
30 people can’t put an end to then with all the artillery o.t their command - and be
lieve that if you can.

L”/'gots the bomb not from on external enemy but from our own government because 
a menacing protein molecule develops which is talcing over all the people in the area 
"nd the authorities can think of no other means of ending the threat* Everyone but 
Our Friends is taken over by this terrible (and thoroughly unbelievable) menace and 
thereby rises conflict.

Little Fuzzy is a pretty good book if you don’t mind piper’s insistence on cute, 
cuddly”lit'tle aliens. Hot once is there any consideration of wh.at this cutcncss 
night do to them in their role of pretty, intelligent pets of human beings.

The Last Planet (originally Star Rangers) is up to Horton’s usual standard which 
all Horton fans' will agree makes TV very “good' reading indeed. Tt concerns the dis
solution of the Galactic Central Control and the last landing of one of the ships of 
the stellar Patrol, a once nighty organization that is quite literally falling apart. 
Good clean fun for all and a few delightful "lions thrown in for good measure.

The T,ani people is also to bo recommended. ' Jhilc not absolutely first class 
science-fiction it' Ts clo 0 enough to bo well worth reading. The cover -.rill give you 
the idea that it is one of those sex-in-sf books that have been about so much of late 
but the cover is misleading. The story concerns " race of tailed humanoids who are 
being used as slaves on the grounds that they are not really human, Our Hero con’t 
quite buy this end thereby bangs the story.

T might also mention at this point a new non-stf book by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. cal
led Mother Hight. This story of the confessions of a spy is as full of kinks and 
twists’”as~any of' Vonnegut’s other • rork and if you liked The Girons of Titan you -rill 
probably like this, too.

PIT SCOTT

CIIRYST.IL GAZING (continued from page 8)

Oli, yes, the encyclopedia is called "our Tondorful 'orld” and it is published by 
Spencer' press. A 'word of -wanning, though, don’t got involved with it unless you have 
lots of time. Hhonovcr I take one of the volumes off the shelf I can’t put it down 
for hours. I let Deo take a volume to school with her and her teacher found it to be 
a. groat incentive for the class—the first child to finish his/her work got to look 
at the book. _ , . .

■;'c still don’t have any stf artwork to hang on the walls. After T agreed with 
Roy that we had enough conventional artwork—including two lovely Japanese scrolls— 
the walls are still glaring barely at no. Jk-ybe we can pick some up if wo got to the 
con. T did sec a picture the other day that I dearly wanted but I didn’t mention it 
since it was non-stf. t seldom see a painting I’m really taken to but this was a 
life like Hew Mexico scene. New ipxico does have some fascinating scenery, not at 
all as barren as one night third: after driving across the state. The state is quite 
romantic if one takes time to got off the main highways and the list of places I wont 
to sec is growing by leaps and bounds, NET ’EXT CO magazine carries marvelous pic
tures of the most beautiful places and T road the other day that a jigsaw puzzle com
pany had contracted to turn sone of then into puzzles that should bo very successful 
with ardent jigsaw puzzle fans like no. I really enjoy working them. Now if someone 
would only bring out jigsaw puzzles with science-fictional artwork th.at would be some
thing I could really go wild over.

CHRYSTAL TACKETTmt
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SGT RbBElT 7. T7TII 
1 ALRl’ITIES UNIT 
VICTORIA BARRAGES, 
SYDNEY, N.S.
<USTRALIA

damn sickening to me.

I inagxne that you also were becoming slightly irritated with 
all the draft-dodging enthusiasts and typos that apparently 
reel our society owes ’em nothing so therefore thev owe it 
novrtj nonce tne level—headed and refreshing bla.st in -J-9, I 
consider that ->ou summed it up pretty neatly, but T've no doubt 
someone will pick holos in your statements... its all pretty

Tno the hock was Bertrand Santayana? You certainly hove sone oretty far-out 
material in DYN.'.TROII those days, " ~

I don't ..nov why you think "Sone of Your Blood" is funny. Tvo just got tlirough 
reading it, and although I do not intend to go so far as to state that I enjoyed the 
book I must admit that it affected me in an emotional form, but I couldn't" s’-y-just

Tnore were, in places, brief glimpses of his earlier '.’Wore Thon liuman": George 
had faint but definite Lone characteristics at tines and the woodland scones*in both 
ooons also gave taut impression, I cm, however, inclined, to disbelieve in "~hil" and 
"Al" although "Lucy Quigley" night have been interesting.

nth a membership of only five CABA should be called "Completists ire Permanent
ly Addled," . x -

fj. think "Some of Your Blood" is funny because the premise is laughable, 
followers of^froud will take mo to task for that but to me George, and 
the reasons xor nis being vh.a.’o no wa.s, is preposterous. Cup oscdly this 
was^taken from an actual case history but I can't see it. y Yds, you 
mi gat call CARA taat, it also frustrates a. flock of omni-apans.

OLAY KIIR.ILL _ I seem to have come in an issue too late. .”p must have been quite
106 i. DEL '.V.J. an issue. Boggs didn’t understand "Envoy" and nobody understood
D.V.PER, N, C. the cover. Sounds all very interesting.

. ITo, 10 is nothing exceptional. Your editorial makes good
reading but doesn't seem to require any comment. That's a good, -picture on nave h but 
could anyone really be named Stolon?

I don't like fan xiction and "Ambition" only reinforces my opinion. Do you real
ly feel this was worth four pages? jfves. RT$ '
i Draft uodging muse te a popular subject but it doesn't bother me since the draft 
lodges me. Short story: I sat there on rry army bunk and pondered the question he'd 
asked, want could I do for my country? I'd set myself a task. And as I realized 
■n. u I could do my mind grew quiet and still. There was something T could do. I rot 
up .and vrent over the hill. End story. ” " °

$.fou don't happen to. bo related to Bertrand Santayana, do you? ’Jell, 
it's like tills: Read Boggs, obviously a. -icnnojie for Ruth Borman, wider— 
stood the cover well enough—he just can't understand who the artist, 
Lon . offo-tt, is, I keep trying to explain to him but ho refuses to 
believe in Lon Ibffatt. RTjf
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RICE SNI1ARY, ESQ, The L.A. airport doos have a rather sense of vrondor about it. '7c 
2962 SANTA AHA ST. saw Ella off there, and it rather has the air of Things To Come. 
SOUTH GATE, CALIF, I’alecs flying array in a.more airplane seem rather a lot down.

Good story by Muir. The trouble with his stories is that I 
keep expecting then to bo about doer and forrost rangers, and charo.tors like Smokey 
the Boar, — you can’t trust even good children. The only answer is to drown then

Tolyo File is interesting as always, Tho mention of "L’Art ot la Litter at uro 
Tantastiquo" made no stop and wonder. 'Tith a. good deal of there SF being translation 
they right actually be getting more international material than we are. That is bet
ter material from all over. If you have to use translations, you night just as well 
use the; best from many different lands. So for a while it might be possablc that a 
greater cross-section of SF lita.turc will appear in Japan than anywero else.

No comment again on Moffatt—I keep saying everything elsewhere.
Letters, Armistoad’s is rather disqueting for a reason not mentioned. From his 

address I’d assume he -was part of a. Air Force family. His school must then bo f Ml 1 nd 
with, if not made up intircly, by ,“.F typo kids. To have a teacher that "square" 
there is sad indeed.

If I could figure out what Seth Johnson was against-—I'd bo in favor of it.
Say, how about Ognwa relating some of those SFish stories about swords? Even if 

no one but Fitch and I arc interested. How about tho story of the blade, called 
"Grass fueller"? .

I’m surprised you didn’t tell Baxter what someone else has said of the "not in- 
volvnentists" before. Not many people would mind if the objectors did withdraw from 
society. I’d grant that as their right, 
parts they don’t like. It’s sort of like 
long as you are under my roof you will do 
but there was a certain amount of justace 
of those decenters did form a group 
tivo capatalists moved in, they would bo 
ly Plymouth.

Ghrystal, as fa?? as anyone can toll polz must have boon accepted by mistake and 
USC refused to admit t’ny had made a error, other than the ’Bittners, no fan typos 
ore Irnorn to have Lasted long there. I understand polz is now safely over nt UCLA.

/t don’t know Bruce but they do say (old cliche) that birds of a feather 
flock together and when it cones to UCLA, well, really.. .CLT. TOSIO OGA’ll, 
note Rick’s request and send along some sword stories with a SF or fantasy 
slant. 1 think most of us would find them interesting. RT$

But they only want to withdraw from the 
the old time Father who would thunder "As 
as T say." He could be as wrong as hell 
on his side. You know, I’ll bet if a bunch 

and set un their own city, and a. couple conscrva- 
'.s hounded as the non-: uratains wore in car-

First off, please note the now address. And welcome back to the 
Homo Soil. I presume that now that your publishing arrangements 
are much simpler wo will be getting biweekly issues of DYHMTRON. 
Right? /You’re sick. RT|

most fans would wish to publish a special issue of their genzino each 
And I doubt even more that "articles, stories, illos, poems... 
would do much for the TAPS’ imago, as Lon Moffatt seems to bc- 

Fandon would bo saturated with TAFF propaganda all too soon if this state of 
T fool that TAFF is receiving quite enough publicity now 
And this nay be heresy or something, but if TAFF wore to

If a foreign fan is popular enough the

GARY D.EINDORFER 
121 BLJDINOT ST 
TRENTON 8, II.J.

T doubt that 
year devoted to TAI 
all dealing with TAFF" t 
liovc 
affairs wore to cane about, 
and that no more is needed. And this nay be heresy or something 
fold tomorrow, I don’t think I would miss it. Z" ‘ \ ... .
Am.rican fans will pool contributions to bring bin over as witness the ’Tillis and Ber
ry funds. And the British could do the same thing, lomohow the concent of a fan a 
year—any fan just so that it’s one every year—doos not overly anneal to no. This 
doos not near that T thin!: T.W should fold—as long as'it can stand that’s fine— 
but I’m not going to be getting all goshwow over TAFF. Hell, one of the reasons I an 
in fandom is that it has loss of the blind organizational gung-ho than doos nundanity 
in general. I don't want to see it begin to compote with I’undanity and got on an 
Organizations arc a 'Jay of Life kick, ,
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DQRF, cont’d,
“■ ’.Steven ifoir’s story wasn't a bad job, not at all. It had very little of the soph- 
monc quality of almost all fan fiction. I gather from your introductory blurb that 
qreve is an old-time fan vrtio is returning. How old-time a fan is he?

The thought strikes that you could initiate in your fanzine a sort of Best of CA
PA section. It would bo a worthwhile kind of thing, I would'think, satisfying—or at 
_cast serving.to placate—the completist apans who aren’t CAPAns

#I’m considering running exerpts from FIVE BY FIVE i 
to placate omniapans— - - - - '
lluir is old time enough to be in CAPA.
Now all you have

DAVID A. VANDERWERF 
RURAL ROUTE #2, 
REDNOOD FALLS, MINN,

. . ---  --- - - in some future issues, not
-I don’t care whether they're placated or not. Steve
_ —..j Como .to think of it, he is in CAPA.

to figure out is which one of us he is. Rt|
k

I an rather unsure of what I an doing since I am quite new to 
sfandom and this copy of DYNATRON hit me from out of the clear 
blue (although at the moment it is pouring a foot of snow) sky. 

... .. , AMBITION: Not bad. I was in the dark much of the way, '
Afhich surprised no somewhat since I can generally spot which plot is being used. This 
one tarew no. This, I realize, puts me in line to be labeled a Class I clod by those 
of your readers who write those "I-Could-tell-it-all 
-from-tho-first-paragraph" letters, but I couldn’t 
care less, $Good on you, mate, pay no attention to 
them.. RT$ This was ono of the better pieces of 
fan fiction I have encountered in ny rather short 
life as a fan. Nothing tremendous, but much bet
ter than average. '

THE SECOND PSALM FOR FEN: I tend to agree with 
the sentiments j I Avill refrain from Comment on the 
means of expression, being a lousy poet myself.

LEM MOFFATT 
10202 BELCHER, 
D017NEY, CALIF.

RlP’s cover for $10 ‘'was somewhat disconcerting, but a good covor nono- 
thc-less. Certainly expressed its title, "panic"...

Enjoyed seeing the Asiatic Gyrene again, tho I liked the caption 
used in 5X5 better than the one used here. Both said the sane thing, 

essentially, but, of course, I’m prejudiced.
"jMr’s" story scorned to lack something, but I’m not sure what. Originality, nay- 

bo, Don’t mind old themes being reworked but none of the characters sconcd Real.
Greatly amused by Baxter’s 2nd psalm for Fen, but I won’t say "touche" as his rc- 

buttlc was based on wish-fulfillment, dream stuff, whereas ny FIJAGH version was based 
on true fannish reality... .

Japanese items of interest as usual. Hrxi. ’ Tack yayumura,' oh? No, couldn’t bo 
our Tack. fRight. He’s Roi Takctsu. rt|

I was going to send a dime and a Whcatios box top to Redd, along with a. 100—words— 
or-less explanation of ny obviously too-csotcric covortoon, but wo haven’t bought any 
■heaties lately, Mould ho settle for a Ralston Wheat Chox boxtop instead, I wordor? 
Anyway, now's your big chance to hold a Contest, with readers sending in their inter- 
protation of the covor...Anna and I could be tho.Judges, whose Decision would be final 
end you name the prize, otherwise wo nay never tell. .

Perhaps in these discussions re draftdodging and allied subjects we should forgot 
such terns as "society," and consider 'on simply from the viewpoint of one's attitude 
towards one's follow-nan. One cither believes that "no nan is* an island" or ono does
n't. if Arc feel obligated to our follow human beings, for whatever reasons,we’ll co
operate to make things easier and bettor for all of us. If one feels that things 
could bo better, one should work towards that goal. This hardly kills individualism 
—in fact, it requires more honest-to-hunanity individualism than sitting apart from 
others, and grotching at the unfairness of it all. Nothing Avrong with good, honest 
grotching to be sure,but there’s nothing wrong with good, honest work, cither.

I dislike—hate, if you wish—killing people and waging Avars as much as anybody— 
perhaps more than sone who'vc never experienced Avar, practicality rules us all,
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I .OFFATT ? cent1 d.
whether to litre it or not. ’Tor itself isn't "practical"—fron the hunap.0 viewpoint, 
but once you 'find yourself involved in a war (which you and your fellow-nan failed to 
prevent), mid all lined up to bo drafted, it just isn't practical to be a dr eft-dodger, 
hot unless you arc an ‘'individualist11 who gives not a hoot for his fcllown.cn. Saying 
you don't wont to kill your fcllbwnan is nonsense, Neither do I, but you attack no 
or ny family or friends with intent to kill, better do it fast and efficiently, or 
you'll be dead or incapacitated first. No doubt there are persons caoabol of turning 
tie other cheek, but they .aren't in the majority, and they can be numbered among the 
impractical. I don't soy they are wrong, for of course if we nil were capable of sup
crossing violent reactions there would bo no wars, and nonldnd, obviouslv would be 
truly nnuurc, roanwhilo, back nt the draft, tho individual can do more, for himself 
one for nis fellow man by not dodging the draft and the war or "security" it repre
sents, I certainly feel that what little T did ns a medical corosman in '.ETIT was more 
in line wita making things better for my fcll-ow-hwians than deliberately dodging the 
draft, and preaching obviously impractical pacifism. Neither killing nor watching 
mounds, are the no st pleasant jobs in the world, but when the only alternative is to 
sit on the sidelines and make ineffectual howls at the bad old world "wo never node" 
tiio only practical, individualistic, humane thing to do is to do your shore in hasten
ing the end 01 the war. fell, there is one other1 althcrnativc—one can always take 
leave ox the world one never made. portions suicides are the most individualistic of 
all... ’

No, no ion is an island, ord when one tries to nako like an island, one nay as 
well bo dead. Enjoying being cut off fron the rest of humanity doesn't make one a 
non-confornist, it makes ono an unhappy, miserable, lonely, uncooperative, lazy, 
spineless fool.

The true non-conformist is ono who not only sees that something is wrong, but who 
also works to change the bad or dangerous conformity with the means best available to 
hi i. True, the moans should justify the end, which is tho very reason why wo should 
live and work in a manner designed to approach, our goals of world wcaco, brotherhood 
of all mankind, etc. The means must bo practical, and such negative actions (or non— 
actions) .as dra.ftdoe.ging arc hardly practical, nor is there any true justification 
for then.

/oh, lot's hold a contest. Send your into roro tat ion of the cover of DYIIA— 
TROiT 9 to Lon—deadline 13 Juno-—and. ho and Anna will nick a winner. I'm 
not sure what tho orizc will bo but are'll print tho winning interpretation 
and cone up with something, rt$ "

ft
ugaci, lous ano. lots of letters loft but I've got to cut it short this time, ”THF* 
BILLYJOEPLOTTOFOPElIIiAALABAJ"A who sends in a near address—Bill Plott, p, 0. Box 63b., 
Opelika,. Alabai.ia.. .JUNE BONIFAS, 1913 Hopi Rd, Santa Fc, N.J'.: Roy must have boon array 
a long tine if ho things ham.burgors arc still available for 30j.,,BUCK COULSON, Rt 3, 
'abash, Ind.: "I'd rather conjure with Scabury Quinn than rood his stuff ."...GEORGE C. 

■ ILJ-ICKj br10 I 110th St, Apt 111, Nov; York 23, N.Y, ; "I think feuds in fandom. are not 
only necessary but needed."...DR. ANTONIO DUPL1, 1^. Agustin 9. Zaragoza, Spain*
"You have a first rate columnist in Ed Cox." True, Antonio, but with Edco working 13 
hours or more a day I don't oxpoct to hear much fron him for a while.. .DIVE ’TULANj 
228-D IJiblo Dr, Redstone Arsenal, Ala; "A TAFF delegate should have a moustache/".., 
ITNE YURI "AN, 231 ST 31st Ct, Tiara. hU, Fla; "DYNATRON is the only nlaco whoro you hoar 
about Japanese sf. Aliy ruin it with more about LASFS?" 'Jcoolll, the LASFS is ore tty 
far out, too...LARRY GRILLE!, 931 Anna St, Elizabeth, N.J.; "Anyone who can't even 
spoil Stephen right probably can't write a good story.".«.JERRY POURKELIE b-31b- 
loosevolt NE, Seattle 3, Washington: "Anything worth doing well is worth doing for 
money."...1712 DECYIIIGER, 31 Carr place, Fords, y.j.: "You know, those gals will just 
not cane into the bathroom with you."...PAT SCOTT, Box 1.01, Anacortes, Washington: 
"If the story had boon a page long, at most, it might not have had til at pointloss 
feeling about it,",».ETHEL LINDSAY, Courage house, 6 Langley Ave, Surbiton, Surrey, 
England; "I toll you it takes a woman."..JOHN B.'YTER, P.O. Box 39, King Street post
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Office, Sydney, 11327, Australia; "j'orio has the cooking thorrionctcr over at her 
trying to find out the proper heat for boiling cggs,"..«HARRY rARTER JR lj.23 
Swxdt Ave, Hagerstown, Maryland; "There is the gem of a real project in'that 
. ayunura classification of all fiction as fantasy." Mow, Harry, you've enough 
do wnat with the Jan History and all.. .LARRY ' /ILLI,A3, 7U Ifaplo Rd, Longmeadow 
L?33,*-5 J VT° nov.S°t n mnuogfaph."..ayiss SHOKO WIARA, c/o :. Kinoto, 1073 Horen 
. iiK-.a-z, i,ara City, para, Japan; "Host Japanese think that SF stories arc road only 
by pnilcren. As old generation have hard head like stone, they cannot understand
1 ?01nt? of SF sow of which are not recognized by
i/i2u+SSnyCt; Tt-tS VCry dlfflGult for r-o to got information of SF because Mara 
Herts °nP1^2r7ir^ V°ry ICVr dF1fms’"’-AL-N DOLL, 77 Stanstoad Rd, Hoddosdon, 
f0 J '\n?™t:^nAy°U/Ca? 7 J°lm foy7° in FLYIIIG LRATHFRIECKS on TV like T

TOYODA, c/o Lon-yana-soh, l-$7 Asaliigaoka, Nerima-lm, Tokyo, Jan an* 
■xono pita's prize*.mining story was not SF but involves itself with many" s^-liko ’ 
siuuauions. " That was a jeditorial error..."TAKE I SIITBAITO, 118 0-okayana, ' I ovuro-ku 
lokyo, Japan; tjc are going to hold a convention celebrating 3 years of UCHUJTH on " 27 j ay at ?nguro public TIaH. I arguing vrith the editors^ SF " G?zi E to give 
this nationwide publicity as the first Japanese SF convention." | ’/ g

thG n°? i7'3UC= Don Janson, Harry Varner, Buck Coulson, Talrupi Shibano, 
and others. The deadline is 20 Juno. }

This is HYILTTROM fron 
Roy A, Clirystal Tackett, 
91^ Green Valley Road jrj, 
Albuquerque, hot; ’’oxico.

PRIHT'E ’ATlLR ONLY. 
RETURN RRQIE3W.


